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ABSTRACT
The Chinese Social Credit System (SCS, 社会信用体系) is a novel
digital socio-technical credit system. The SCS aims to regulate
societal behavior by reputational and material devices. Scholarship
on the SCS has offered a variety of legal and theoretical perspectives.
However, little is known about its actual implementation. Here, we
provide the first comprehensive empirical study of digital blacklists
(listing “bad” behavior) and redlists (listing “good” behavior) in the
Chinese SCS. Based on a unique data set of reputational blacklists
and redlists in 30 Chinese provincial-level administrative divisions
(ADs), we show the diversity, flexibility, and comprehensiveness of
the SCS listing infrastructure. First, our results demonstrate that
the Chinese SCS unfolds in a highly diversified manner: we find
differences in accessibility, interface design and credit information
across provincial-level SCS blacklists and redlists. Second, SCS
listings are flexible. During the COVID-19 outbreak, we observe
a swift addition of blacklists and redlists that helps strengthen
the compliance with coronavirus-related norms and regulations.
Third, the SCS listing infrastructure is comprehensive. Overall, we
identify 273 blacklists and 154 redlists across provincial-level ADs.
Our blacklist and redlist taxonomy highlights that the SCS listing
infrastructure prioritizes law enforcement and industry regulations.
We also identify redlists that reward political and moral behavior.
Our study substantiates the enormous scale and diversity of the
Chinese SCS and puts the debate on its reach and societal impact
on firmer ground. Finally, we initiate a discussion on the ethical
dimensions of data-driven research on the SCS.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Social and professional topics → Government technology
policy; • Security and privacy → Social aspects of security
and privacy.
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INTRODUCTION

In 2014, the Chinese government published the Planning Outline for
the Construction of a Social Credit System (2014-2020) as part of its
12th five-year plan [32]. Following its release, media and research
have offered various perspectives on the Chinese Social Credit System (SCS). Some Western media have characterized the SCS as a
mass surveillance apparatus, with the purpose of calculating a digital “sincerity score” for each Chinese citizen based on a wide range
of personal data [3, 23, 28]. Below a certain point level, citizens
would face multiple restrictions, such as exclusion from air travel
and high-speed trains. A positive score, on the other hand, would
lead to discounts and preferential treatment for a variety of products and services. This “dystopian perspective” sees the unification
of an authoritarian regime’s policies and artificial intelligence (AI)
to enforce social order by means of a sincerity score. Some media
outlets have since revised their original viewpoints regarding such
comprehensive sincerity scoring [16, 26].
Academic scholarship on the SCS has largely been theory-driven,
which has led to the independent development and discussion of
different conceptualizations. The SCS has been defined as a novel
administrative policy program with the main goal of strengthening
compliance of citizen and organizations with laws and regulations
[1, 7]. The novelty consists in the public (at least temporary) disclosure of already existing citizen and organizational records on
so-called digital blacklists and redlists. Blacklists publicly showcase
non-complying individuals and organizations, while redlists, as
their normative counterpart, show complying entities. In this perspective, the SCS deploys reputational tools with some similarity to
company rankings or background checks on individuals in Western
economies.
Other authors have called the SCS a big data empowered system
that collects, processes, and evaluates vast amounts of personal data
[6]. These data are ultimately aggregated and published as public
credit information (PCI) on digital platforms. This line of research
argues that PCI creates transparent citizens, not least due to the lack
of a sufficient legal framework that protects personal data in China
[22]. Some scholars have noted an all-encompassing application of
credit to society’s political, economic, and social activities. Thereby,
the SCS marks the emergence of a so-called reputation state [9, 24].
As a governance tool, the SCS seeks to harness reputational information for purposes that go beyond neoliberal notions of regulating
market failure. Still other perspectives frame the SCS as a social

management program [36]. Drawing on concepts from systems
engineering, a social management program considers society to be
a complex system that can be optimized using digital technologies.
While these accounts disagree in many important regards, three
points of agreement can be identified: first, multiple independent
initiatives have been labelled as “SCS” [35]. One SCS is driven by the
apps and services of big data companies (e.g., Sesame Credit) that
distribute scores to consumers in voluntary promotion programs
[5, 18]. Here, “voluntary” denotes consenting to the terms and conditions of the service. Second, local governments have tested SCSs
that integrate different scoring systems in “prototype cities” (社会
信用体系建设示范城市), such as Rongcheng and Suzhou. Participation in these local “credit scoring experiments” is mandatory for
residents in these areas. Such policy experiments [14] can serve as
models for other local SCS implementations but they are not necessarily a model for national implementation. Third, government-led
SCS measures have been realized nationally. There are various
types of blacklists (黑名单) and redlists (红名单) run by government agencies at different levels of administrative divisions (ADs)
including municipalities and provinces, but also government departments at the national level. These platforms publicly display
information to “shame”1 or “praise” natural and legal persons (e.g.,
companies) for non-compliance or compliance with a variety of
legal and social norms [10, 15, 19, 22, 30]. No entity can opt out from
being listed. Depending on the type of list, entities are subjected
to different types of reward or punishment over a wide range of
areas, a process that has been termed “joint reward and punishment
mechanism” (JRP) by the Chinese government [32]. Both natural
and legal persons on specific blacklists or redlists will be punished
or rewarded under the rules defined in Memoranda of Understandings (MoUs). Different government agencies have jointly signed
and started enforcing these MoUs [8].
To summarize, the government-run SCS operates blacklists and
redlists throughout the entire country. It enforces regulations with
reputational and material means and requires mandatory participation. This SCS has regulatory “teeth”. However, no research has
conducted an empirical analysis of this nationwide SCS blacklist
and redlist infrastructure.
This lack of knowledge is troubling, as the SCS will likely shape
the behavior of about 1.4 billion Chinese citizens and all companies
doing business in China. Further, important international longterm technology policy challenges are dependent on the success
of systems such as the SCS, as highlighted by Antony Blinken in
his confirmation hearings, when he argued that “whether techno
democracies or techno autocracies are the ones who get to define how
tech is used (. . . ) will go a long way toward shaping the next decades”
(2021 U.S. Secretary of State confirmation hearings [11]).
This study investigates the design and technical implementations
as well as the number and types of blacklists and redlists across
30 Chinese provincial-level ADs. Our exploratory study shows the
diversity of SCS lists in granular detail and outlines the informational consistency between social credit records of the same type
of list on different SCS platforms. We find that SCS listings focus
1 The

authors use quotation marks to communicate a neutral standpoint towards
SCS-specific normative concepts (e.g., “positive”, “negative”, “reward”, “sanction/punishment”). For the remainder of the article, quotation marks will be omitted for the
sake of reader-friendliness.

on economic activities but also capture reputational rewards for
moral and political behavior. Moreover, we show that the SCS listing infrastructure is flexible, as observed in a second round of data
collection during the COVID-19 outbreak: when necessary, new
types of lists can regulate novel forms of transgression and thereby
help accomplish new policy goals.

2 STUDY PROCEDURE
2.1 Policy-making in China: Provinces
implement blacklists and redlists
SCS implementation is largely left to regional rather than central
government, a common trait of China’s policy-making process
that tends to follow a principle of “centralized planning, decentralized implementation” [12, 13]. As a planning polity, central
policy-makers outline policy goals in top-level policy documents
valid for a specific policy-making cycle. Commonly, a first policy
document (called jianyi/建议) includes general guidelines for a
new cycle of policy-making. A second, more refined, but still broad,
policy outline (called gangyao/纲要) sets more specific policy goals
[14].2 Importantly, the implementation of the policy goals outlined
in top-level policy documents is left to provincial, county, and city
governments. This also applies to the SCS: provincial-level administrative authorities (i.e., those in charge of provinces, municipalities
under the direct administration of central government, and autonomous regions) are, to some extent, free to determine how they
implement nationwide policy goals for their AD [27, 31].
The SCS’s gangyao includes vague instructions regarding social credit record applications for broadly defined commercial and
social sectors (e.g., [6, 8, 22]). SCS implementation rests on the commitment of provincial-level ADs3 to realize general instructions
laid out in top-level policy documents. As such, understanding the
nationwide SCS listing infrastructure requires an empirical assessment of all SCS platforms at the provincial level. As each province
is responsible for the implementation of its own SCS blacklist and
redlist, we expected to find differences in the technological setup,
interface design, and list types (i.e., differences in types of rewards
and sanctions) between the provincial-level SCS platforms.
We conducted two rounds of data collection. First, between June
2019 and December 2019, we collected data on blacklists and redlists
from 30 Chinese provincial-level ADs comprised of 22 provinces, 5
autonomous regions and 4 municipalities under the direct administration of central government. Second, in February 2020, we started
collecting data on blacklists and redlists related to the coronavirus
outbreak.
As we describe in more detail in the methodology section, our
study approach is fundamentally exploratory. Data collection and
analyses were intended to understand SCS implementation with
regard to three high-level research questions, as follows.
• RQ1: Are there technological and design differences in credit
lists and records between the provincial SCS platforms?
2 Generally,

policy-making in China is accompanied by a multitude of other policy
documents. Engaging in a comprehensive description of Chinese policy-making would
go beyond the scope of this study.
3 In China, provincial-level ADs comprise provinces (e.g., Sichuan), municipalities
under the direct administration of central government (e.g., Beijing, Shanghai) and
autonomous regions (e.g., Inner Mongolia, Tibet).

Figure 1: Screenshot of an overview of the SCS information platforms of the different ADs listed on the national SCS platform
“creditchina.gov.cn”. Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macao were previously listed together with other ADs on the landing page of
the “Credit China” website, but without a valid link. The listings were then removed in July 2019. Data collection was conducted via the SCS platform of each AD. Color-coding: orange represents municipality under the direct administration of
central government; blue represents provinces; purple represents autonomous administrative regions; green represents the
Xinjiang production and construction corps (Bingtuan), an economic and paramilitary organization in the Xinjiang Uyghur
Autonomous Region, which is not included in our analysis due to an insignificant amount of credit data. Translations of AD
names added by the authors.
• RQ2: How do provincial SCS platforms differ in the number
and types of blacklists and redlists?
• RQ3: How do SCS blacklist and redlist records of the same
type of list differ in terms of the information displayed across
provincial SCS platforms?

2.2

Methodological approach

2.2.1 Data. Our analysis pertains to blacklists and redlists implemented at the AD level from June 2019 to December 2019. Data
collection was aimed at provincial-level blacklists and redlists from
31 ADs (22 provinces, 5 autonomous regions, 4 municipalities under
the direct administration of central government) listed on China’s
national SCS platform “creditchina.gov.cn” (Figure 1).4 For the
follow-up study of coronavirus-related lists, we inspected the same
SCS platforms again between February 2020 and April 2020.
Data collection primarily refers to a) the types of lists implemented in each AD (RQ2) and b) retrieving individual credit records
from the most commonly implemented blacklist and redlist across
all 31 ADs (RQ3). Collecting list types and credit records enabled
an analysis of the technical realization and interface designs of SCS
platforms and credit records (RQ1).
Our data collection was organized to produce a descriptive study
of SCS implementation. Our core analyses focused on the diversity
of list types across ADs and the structural differences between list
records, in particular, their interface designs and the information
provided in individual credit records. For several reasons, we did
not conduct a quantitative analyses on published records. First, during data collection, we observed that the number of published SCS
records changed on a day-to-day basis for all SCS platforms. We
refrained from drawing general inferences on SCS credit records
4 This

list also included the Xinjiang production and construction corps (Bingtuan).
However, we did not include these data in our analysis for two reasons: first, Bingtuan
is a unique state-owned economic and paramilitary organization in Xinjiang and,
second, at the time of data collection, Bingtuan’s SCS platform had published only a
very small amount of credit information (9 blacklist and 7 redlists entries).

based on a onetime quantitative analysis. Second, when we began
to scrutinize different SCS platforms, we observed large differences
in the amount of credit records uploaded. Some SCS platforms had
not published any credit records, while some displayed multiple
millions (note that only a few SCS platforms indicated the total
number of credit records). Third, given the early stage of SCS development, a comprehensive quantitative analysis of the economic
and societal impacts of credit records was not possible at the time
of data collection. This impact may need several years to materialize as SCS measures begin to influence the economy, government
administration, and social processes at large. Fourth, as we discuss
in the next subsection, we encountered challenges in accessing and
retrieving public credit information from SCS platforms.
2.2.2 Data collection obstacles. The first obstacle was obtaining
access to the 31 AD SCS platforms. Access from our location was
severely impeded, so we tested the accessibility of different SCS
websites from various locations. To accomplish this, we sent web
requests from 44 servers spread around the world to each AD’s
SCS website.5 SCS server accessibility from outside China was
generally possible but unstable.6 To investigate SCS platforms, we
used a virtual private network of servers located in China. Requests
from China provided more stable access to SCS servers than from
other locations. All SCS servers, apart from the SCS server of the
municipality of Chongqing, responded to requests from a Chinese
server. For the server of the municipality Chongqing, no data could
be retrieved at any time, as the server did not respond to requests
for the entire data collection period from any location. Thus, our
final data collection represented 30 ADs. Overall, it took 6 months
to access all SCS platforms and to document the different types
5 The

analysis was conducted with the Uptrends online monitoring service (www.
uptrends.com). Data available from the authors.
6 The most frequent return values were: HTTP connection failure, HTTP protocol
error, HTTP timeout, and TCP connection failure.

of blacklists and redlists, verify them through revisits, and collect
credit records for each AD.
While documenting the different types of lists for each province,
we observed that each AD operated a different web server with different implementations of front-end, back-end and database design.
Moreover, we did not find a public API on any of the AD SCS platforms. Taken together, this made data collection for credit records
complicated, as each AD SCS platform required the programming
of a unique web crawler and scraper.
The systematic sampling of public credit records from each blacklist and redlist on all SCS platforms was not possible for several
reasons. First, the number and therefore types of lists implemented
varied between the ADs. Some ADs had more than 10 types of lists,
while others only displayed a single list (see Results). We saw that
some ADs with only a single implemented blacklist or redlist used
this list to present different types of sanctions or rewards. Second,
some ADs had only one list but no records to show at all. Third,
SCS platforms differed in how credit records were displayed. For
example, some SCS platforms displayed a number of credit records
on a single page and offered page tabs that opened the next page,
displaying the next set of credit records. This interface style allowed
page visitors to go through all available credit records. Other SCS
platforms only showed a selection of credit records and instead of
page tabs provided a search bar for specific queries. Here, visitors
could not see all available credit records. Finally, some AD SCS
platforms deployed captchas and bot blockers that sometimes led to
time-out denials such as temporary or even permanent IP address
suspension.
Given these restrictions on the collection of credit records, systematic and unbiased sampling of credit records across all SCS
platforms was not possible. However, the goal of our study was
not to measure effects between credit record samples to generalize
to the SCS as a single system. Instead, for the credit record analysis, our research goal was to explore informational differences
in credit records across the SCS platforms. For this purpose, homogeneous convenience sampling was sufficient to compare the
information provided on credit records on the same list between
SCS platforms. Homogeneous convenience sampling differs from
conventional convenience sampling by constraining sampling by
one factor (see e.g., [17]). We did not sample any credit record on
any type of list (i.e., we did not conduct conventional convenience
sampling). We directed the analysis of credit records toward the
most frequently implemented type of blacklist and redlist across all
SCS platforms. Consequently, different crawling and data extraction (scraping) robots were programmed to extract pre-specified
information on credit records from the most common type of blacklist and redlist.7 The two main frameworks and tools used for the
crawling and scraping process were ThoughtWorks Limited open
source headless browser Selenium and Scrapinghub Limited open
source framework called Scrapy. The extracted data were eventually
pushed into a noSQL database (MongoDB) as a horizontally scaling
non-relational database was the better solution given the different
SCS platform implementations.
Finally, the obstacles described above naturally led to credit
record samples of varying size. On some SCS platforms, we managed
7 We

provide a code example of a crawler and a spider in the Auxiliary Material.

Figure 2: Shanghai’s “Dishonest legal persons subjected to
enforcement” (Lao Lai) blacklist of companies only displayed 10 record entries, requiring visitors to make a targeted search query. Translations by the authors.
to retrieve thousands of public credit records. On other platforms
we obtained less than a hundred; some platforms did not have any
credit records at all during the entire data collection period (for an
overview of sampling results, see Table 2 in the Auxiliary Material).
The differences in sample size were not due to any systematic
sampling error committed by us but reflected the arbitrariness of
the credit record display across the SCS platforms during the data
collection period.

3 RESULTS
3.1 Technical implementation and design of
blacklists and redlists
Each SCS platform operated a different web server with its own
front-end, back-end and database design. We observed that the
designs of the blacklists and redlists differed between ADs but was,
overall, simple and plain.
All SCS platforms implemented either a Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) document with classic Cascading Style Sheet (CSS)
structure or advanced dynamic scripting technology (JavaScript)
for lists and individual records.
The majority of ADs (21) displayed only a selection of records
but enabled targeted queries via a search bar. The remaining ADs
showed all available social credit records with the help of a page tab.
For example, on Guangxi’s SCS platform, blacklist records could

Figure 3: A two-column example credit record of the “Lao Lai”
blacklist published on Ningxia’s SCS platform. Translations
by the authors.

Figure 4: A multi-column example record of Jiangxi’s “Lao
Lai” blacklist (失 信 被 执 行 人 名 单). Translations by the authors.
be accessed via 6852 tabs, each displaying 10 records. By contrast,
Shanghai’s blacklists showed ten blacklist records with no option
to access more entries other than with a targeted query (Figure 2).
The design differences extended to individual credit records.
Blacklist and redlist records were either structured as two column
tables (Figure 3), multiple column tables (Figure 4) or continuous
text documents.
Inner Mongolia and Shandong enabled sharing of blacklist and
redlist records through Chinese social media platforms (e.g., Wechat,
Sina Weibo, and Baidu Tieba). We found that eight SCS platforms offered citizens and organizations the possibility to contest published
social credit records via a standardized interface option (e.g., Figure
3 top right corner). Our data indicate that there are technological
and design differences in credit lists and records between provincial
SCS platforms (RQ1). The current design and implementation of
SCS platforms prioritize the display of social credit records rather
than any aspect of their reputational effects. All SCS platforms
had a binary rating system for good and bad behaviors – redlists
and blacklists. Other than this binary classification, however, ADs
did not apply other rating measures, such as numerical or continuous scoring. Indeed, we did not observe any social credit score
at all communicated on any provincial-level SCS platform across
China. Different types of lists were not put into relation with each
other by means of a sorting or ranking. For example, no system of
reputational ordering was found between individual records that
highlighted severe transgressions more prominently than less severe cases. Five ADs showed numerical aggregation when a citizen
or company had multiple social credit records. Entities with additional record entries were not displayed more prominently than
entities that had a single credit record entry. Currently, the design
of the SCS lists serves as a digitally accessible repository for citizen and company records and does not use any advanced features
characteristic of other digital reputation systems [25].

3.2

Diversity and comprehensiveness: Number
and types of blacklists and redlists

In response to RQ2, our data provide evidence for substantial differences in the number and types of lists between ADs (compare
Figures 5 & 6). This confirms that regional governments determine
the number and types of blacklists and redlists for their administrative region. For example, Beijing, Tianjin, Tibet, Guangdong,
Hunan, Shanxi and Qinghai each operated more than ten different
types of blacklists and redlists. In contrast, Inner Mongolia, Ningxia,
Gansu, Guizhou, and Hebei each had implemented only one blacklist and one redlist. At present, it is impossible to say why some
ADs run multiple lists and some only a single list. The number of
lists did not correlate with economic, demographic, or geographic
factors (data not shown).
In total, more blacklists (273) were published than redlists (154).
We first grouped the 273 blacklists into 41 categories and the 154
redlists into 45 categories. We then created a taxonomy consisting
of eight types of blacklists and eight types of redlists that currently
make up the entire SCS AD listing infrastructure (Table 1). Note
that different types of lists emphasize compliance with the legal
and social norms that an AD wants to improve on. Thereby, the
SCS influences behavior through two common reputation strategies
[2]. With a minimum threshold strategy, blacklisting stresses the
need for conformism. This technique tries to bring all entities to the
same level of compliance. Redlisting, on the other hand, highlights
praiseworthy performers that are intended to serve as behavioral
role models.
The majority of blacklists displayed companies and citizens that
have not fulfilled a court order, have committed commercial or
transactional fraud, or have not complied with specific industry
regulations. All ADs had implemented a “List of Dishonest Persons
subject to Enforcement” also called the “Lao Lai” blacklist. This

Figure 5: The number of blacklists implemented across 30 ADs. Shanxi had implemented most blacklists (35), followed by
Qinghai (22), Hunan (21), Guangdong (19) and Shandong (15).
blacklist published information on citizens and companies that have
failed to fulfill a court order. The “Lao Lai” blacklist aims to tackle
China’s court order enforcement problem [8, 9]. It forms a critical
part of the JRP by which listed citizens face multiple restrictions,
such as being banned from taking flights and high speed trains.
Restrictions for “Lao Lai” companies include denial of licenses,
reduced possibility to win bids for public contracts, or being subject
to additional requirements for mandatory government approval for
investments in sectors where market access is usually not regulated.
Beyond the “Lao Lai” blacklist, we did not find any other type of
blacklist implemented on all SCS platforms. The other types of
blacklist most commonly found targeted non-compliance in tax
payment (12 out of 30 ADs), untrustworthy behavior in financial
activities (9/30), illegal import or export of products (8/30), delay
or failure to compensate migrant8 workers (8/30, companies only),
or failure to protect the environment (7/30, companies only). We
found blacklists that sanctioned fraud in marriage registrations
or charity donations (social fraud), companies that had failed to
comply with product quality standards (especially in food and drug
production), or companies that had bad employment relationships.
The most frequently implemented redlists displayed entities that
complied with tax law (18 out of 30 ADs) and import and export
8 “Migrant”

here refers to rural citizens moving into urban centers for employment.

regulations (10/30). Usually, redlists serve to reward particularly
“praiseworthy” behaviors. We made the surprising observation that
many types of redlists highlighted regular compliance with laws
and regulations. Some redlists, however, showcased individuals and
companies that distinguished themselves politically or morally. For
example, Beijing’s SCS platform published a list called “4th Beijing
Excellent Builders of Socialism with Chinese Characteristics”, and
Jiangxi and Tianjin listed citizens that had been rewarded the “May
Fourth Medal”. Tianjin had implemented two lists titled “Tianjin
Good Man” and “Tianjin Ideological and Moral Model”. Tibet had
a similar redlist called “Moral Models & Good Political Ideology”
(Figure 7). Other redlists were dedicated to citizens that had volunteered, given to charity or won awards in education, science or
technology. Overall, the redlist infrastructure was less elaborate
than its blacklist counterpart: not a single type of redlist existed
in all ADs. Three ADs had published a single redlist with no data
(Xinjiang, Gansu, and Jilin).

3.3

Informational consistency on credit records
of the most common blacklist and redlist

To address RQ3, we explored the informational differences among
the credit records of the most frequently implemented types of
lists: the “Lao Lai” list (blacklist) and the “Class A Taxpayer” list

Figure 6: The number of redlists implemented across 30 ADs. Beijing had implemented the most redlists (24), followed by
Guangdong (14), Xinjiang (12), Hunan (12), Tianjing (11), and Jiangxi (10).
(redlist). With the exception of Jilin and Tibet, the remaining 28 ADs
had published credit records in their “Lao Lai” lists. We compared
ADs based on the provision of five types of information in “Lao
Lai” credit records: 1) the unified social credit code (companies)
or identification number (natural persons), 2) specification of a
data source or responsible authority, 3) reasons for listing (i.e., a
justification), 4) information on the fulfillment of the requirements,
and 5) information on a future removal date of the record (see
Figure 8).
3.3.1 Information on “Lao Lai” blacklist credit records. Based on
the samples of credit records obtained, out of the 28 different ADs,
only 14 ADs had provided either the unified social credit code (8/28)
or the natural person’s identification number (6/28). The remaining
ADs either listed an organization code (3/28) for companies or simply the name of the natural person listed (3/28). 23 ADs specified the
data source of the record (i.e., where the data had been generated),
the name of the executive court (12/28) or a responsible agency. In
all, 24 ADs provided at least some explanation for why an entity
had been listed. In the majority of cases, the credit records referred
to a specific law that was to be enforced. Finally, 12 ADs indicated
whether the requirement had already been fulfilled or not, and only
6 ADs displayed the removal date of the record.

3.3.2 Information on “Class A Taxpayer” redlist credit records (including unspecified redlists). For ADs without a “Class A Taxpayer”
list, we inspected records from the only list available. 25 ADs had
provided redlist records on their SCS platforms. 17 ADs had explicitly used the term “unified social credit code” in their records, and 7
listed a “taxpayer identification number”. The remaining ADs simply presented the name of the listed entity. All ADs that published
redlist records provided some form of identifying information. Of
these, 21 ADs indicated the responsible authority for the case in
question, and 16 ADs included a justification for being listed (commonly termed “reason for inclusion” or “honor content”). 6 ADs
indicated the record’s expiration date. An example record of a Class
A Taxpayer List is shown in Figure 9.

3.4

Flexibility: Blacklists and redlists regulate
behavior during the COVID-19 epidemic

Finally, we found that novel types of norm transgression can be
quickly subjected to blacklisting and redlisting. Between February
27 and March 30, 2020, we collected data from the same SCS platforms to understand whether blacklisting and redlisting were used
to regulate social behavior in an exceptional state of emergency.
During this second round of data collection, we had access to 25 of

Figure 7: Ratios of redlists for moral behavior and good political ideology to total redlists across the 30 listed Chinese ADs.
that coronavirus blacklists included entities for selling fake preventive health products, violating quarantine regulations, organizing
or participating in gatherings during lockdown, or illegally operating transport vehicles as ambulances. Blacklists were presented in
different formats across the 15 ADs: they were either given in a rowand-column format (5) or in narrative-like news reports (10) (see
Figure 10). Coronavirus redlists reported on devoted professionals
such as doctors, nurses, volunteers, and border control officials, as
well as on companies and individuals that had donated health products. All coronavirus redlist records were presented as narrative
news reports.

Figure 8: A comparison of the information provided on
credit records collected from the most frequently implemented type of blacklist and redlist across all ADs.

the 31 ADs.9 We identified coronavirus-related blacklists in 15 ADs
and redlists in 10 ADs. Pursuant to our first analyses, blacklist and
redlist records targeted natural persons and companies. We found
9 We

did not have access to the SCS platforms of Jilin, Beijing, Fujian, Qinghai,
Chongqing, and Hainan.

4

SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING ANALYSIS

We conducted an empirical investigation on the diversity, flexibility, and comprehensiveness of provincial-level SCS blacklists and
redlists in China.
Overall, we highlighted that SCS listing designs facilitate public access to social credit records. The majority of SCS platforms
display a selection of credit records and enable targeted queries.
SCS platforms serve as digital reputation systems because redlists
and blacklists digitally showcase entities’ good and bad behaviors.
However, with the exception of a few ADs that aggregated credit
records for a single entity or allowed sharing of credit records to

Table 1: The different types of blacklists and redlists implemented by ADs in China. Shading indicates the number of blacklists
or redlists for a given type. N/A denotes no access to the SCS platform.

Figure 9: A screenshot of a redlist record from the “Class A
Taxpayer List” published on the Fujian SCS platform. Translations by the authors.
social media platforms, we did not observe any automated classification, ranking or scoring on any of the current SCS listings.
The SCS comprises hundreds of blacklists and redlists across
provincial-level ADs. Currently, the majority of these types of
lists target compliance with a wide range of laws and regulations.
Thereby, SCS blacklists focus on “Lao Lai” entities, which are citizens and companies that have not fulfilled a court order. The SCS
first displays “Lao Lai” on its digital listings and hence excludes
them from future cooperative opportunities through its JRP. Based
on these two mechanisms, the SCS seeks to turn “Lao Lai” into

cooperators by attaching an exceptionally high cost to defection.
We also observed redlists that highlight praiseworthy political and
moral behaviors. Further development of lists that go well beyond
legal or regulatory norms could substantially increase the social
control characteristics of the SCS.
We have exemplified the flexibility of SCS listings by a case study
on the COVID-19 outbreak. Digital blacklists and redlists might
be a particularly powerful regulatory measure because they can
be adapted to help accomplish novel policy goals quickly and at
relatively low costs.
There are several outstanding questions for future research. For
example, will SCS platform design incorporate more reputational
affordances? Will the governmental and commercial branches (i.e.,
big data apps) of the SCS cooperate to share and analyze different
data streams? Will SCS mechanisms really produce their intended
regulatory effects? We believe that asking such questions is crucial
and we hope to have laid a useful foundation for future empirical
and conceptual studies on the SCS.

5

ETHICAL DIMENSIONS OF THE STUDY

We now turn to initial ethical considerations of data-driven research
on SCS implementation. First, our analysis was based on publicly
available data found on key platforms of China’s SCS. These data
are posted to enable public scrutiny. Our paper includes screenshots
from the currently available implementations (see Figures 1, 2, 3, 4,
9, 10). Our data collection and analyses are privacy-preserving: we
blurred any personally identifiable data to protect the privacy of

Figure 10: Screenshot of the coronavirus blacklist from the SCS platform for Henan province. Translation: On January 26,
the Market Supervisory Authority of Ye County Pingdingshan City received reports from the public reporting that ** Pharmacy
increased the price of KN95 masks. After receiving the report, the authority immediately sent out law enforcement officers to
conduct a serious inspection of the store and found that the purchase price of the KN95 masks (2 pieces in one package) was 6.5
RMB for the store and the sale price was usually 18 RMB. However, the pharmacy sold 20 packages of the masks at the price of 40
RMB during the epidemic period. The pharmacy was thus in violation of the price regulation. Following relevant regulations, the
Market Supervisory Authority filed a case for the investigation and ordered the pharmacy to restore the price to its original level.
The authority also imposed administrative penalties on the pharmacy according to law. The pharmacy realized the seriousness
of the problem and immediately halted the illegal behavior, admitted its misconduct, proactively paid a fine of 80,000 RMB, and
apologized to the public. Translations by the authors.
listed companies and citizens. Our methodological approach does
not result in any unfavorable consequences or costs for any of the
data subjects. We are transparent in our methodology and provide
a representative code example of a web crawler and spider we used
in this study (see Auxiliary Material).
Second, our account adheres to the principles of ethical web
crawling and scraping [20, 29, 33, 34]. For each SCS platform, we
checked for a specified robots.txt file. At no point during our data
collection did we find a robots.txt file that specified rules for web
crawlers. Accordingly, when platforms make data publicly available,
do not specify a robots.txt file, and do not provide a data collection
interface (e.g., API), then robots are free to gather data (see, e.g.,
[29, 33]).
Third, the purpose of our study is ethically justifiable on its
own. In the absence of systematic empirical accounts, uncertainty
will inevitably help foster misconceptions about the SCS (whether
overly positive or negative). Given China’s geopolitical prominence,
governments of other countries may be inspired to copy China’s
SCS [24]. This is particularly likely for neighboring countries [37].
Data-driven research on SCS implementation can help prevent
hasty SCS adaptations by other governments based on false assumptions. Empirical and conceptual analyses on the SCS allow for
a more informed public debate about the development of digital
socio-technical systems. As our data indicate, currently, there is
little evidence that blacklists and redlists operate as AI-driven reputation systems. Apart from two SCS platforms that enable sharing
of credit records to social media platforms, at the moment, there
is no evidence that credit records are subjected to other means of
digital reputation mechanisms such as classification, ranking, or
profiling based on AI. It is possible that future developments might
implement AI-based reputation mechanisms. As we have argued,

additional empirical work on the SCS is necessary given that Chinese policy-making rests on often vaguely formulated policy goals.
We show a considerable diversity of SCS blacklist and redlist implementation that cannot be concluded from policy analysis alone. Our
study raises important questions that also matter for non-Chinese
citizens and organizations. For example, is stable access to blacklists and redlists from outside China justifiable when non-Chinese
citizens and companies are listed [4, 10]? Should China distribute
licenses or special APIs to allow non-Chinese entities to ascertain
whether they are listed? Or will Chinese authorities directly notify
non-Chinese entities when they are listed?
The Chinese SCS is already one of the most comprehensive reputation systems in the world. Given that the government generates
the reputation signals, we believe that SCS blacklisting and redlisting could have a strong influence on societal behavior at large.
Finally, this research extends growing calls for more open data
in computational social science [21] with a case for more data
availability in China. As this body of research has shown, open
government data can significantly improve our understanding of
societies’ most important challenges in the context of equality,
health, or employment. Even if data collection obstacles are likely
to persist, we hope that our study underlines the importance of
future data-driven research on the Chinese SCS.
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A

AUXILIARY MATERIAL FOR “BLACKLISTS AND REDLISTS IN THE CHINESE SOCIAL CREDIT
SYSTEM: DIVERSITY, FLEXIBILITY, AND COMPREHENSIVENESS”
A.1 Documentation: Example crawler and spider for Guangdong province
The following code sections are an excerpt of the crawling and scraping methodology to systematically collect data from public blacklists
and redlists of the Chinese Social Credit System. The crawler for collecting relevant data and the spider for extracting specific information
from the data are demonstrated for the example of the Guangdong province below. Please note that the collection methodology may have to
be adjusted, if the collection site is undergoing changes. You also may want to revisit the discussion on the ethics of data crawling in our
paper (see Section 5).
Crawler example Guangdong province:
This section shows how the link lists are created, in particular, the methodology to collect the deep links that lead to the entry records
of blacklists and redlists. A headless browser (like Selenium) is used, which is basically a normal web browser remotely controlled by a
programmed robot.
In the following, an example of a web crawler is given:

class GuangdongSelenium():
def crawl_red(self):
link = 'https://credit.gd.gov.cn/opencreditAction!getOpencreditList_new.[...]&tbType=1'
print_start("Guangdong␣Redlist")
linkliste = []
file = open("linklist_guangdong_red.txt", "a")
driver.get(link)
driver.find_element_by_css_selector('#newtype␣>␣option:nth-child(8)').click()
driver.find_element_by_css_selector('label.search_button').click()
while '下一页' in driver.page_source:
try:
categorylist = driver.find_elements_by_css_selector('tbody␣>␣tr:nth-child(1)␣>␣td␣>␣div␣>␣a')
for i in categorylist:
print(i.get_attribute('href'))
s = i.get_attribute('href')
linkliste.append(s)
driver.find_element_by_css_selector('a.next').click()
time.sleep(10)
except():
print ("Error,␣no␣next␣page␣available!")
break
print("Length␣of␣final␣linklist:␣", len(linkliste))
linkliste = list(dict.fromkeys(linkliste))
print("This␣is␣the␣lenght␣of␣the␣list␣after␣removing␣all␣duplicates:␣", len(linkliste))
for e in linkliste:
file.write(e + "\n")
print("Crawled␣links␣are␣written␣into␣the␣final␣file.")
print("File␣created")
file.close()
driver.close()
sys.exit()
def crawl_black(self):
link = 'https://credit.gd.gov.cn/opencreditAction!getOpencreditList_new.[...]&tbType=2'
print_start("Guangdong␣Blacklist")

linkliste = []
file = open("linklist_guangdong_black.txt", "a")
driver.get(link)
driver.find_element_by_css_selector('#newtype␣>␣option:nth-child(2)').click()
driver.find_element_by_css_selector('label.search_button').click()
try:
while '下一页' in driver.page_source:
wait = WebDriverWait(driver, 10)
wait.until(ec.visibility_of_element_located((By.CSS_SELECTOR, 'a.next')))
time.sleep(10)
categorylist = driver.find_elements_by_css_selector('tbody␣>␣tr:nth-child(1)␣>␣td␣>␣div␣>␣a')
for i in categorylist:
print(i.get_attribute('href'))
s = i.get_attribute('href')
file.write(s + "\n")
linkliste.append(s)
driver.find_element_by_css_selector('a.next').click()
time.sleep(5)
except:
pass
print("Error,␣no␣next␣page␣available!")
print("File␣created")
file.close()
driver.close()
sys.exit()
The desired output should be a collection of links stored in corresponding files ‘linklist_guangdong_black.txt’ or ‘linklist_guangdong_red.txt’.
https://credit.gd.gov.cn/infoTypeAction!getAwardAndGruel.[...]id=FF89EED12BC14E21BF36360E9044FC45
https://credit.gd.gov.cn/infoTypeAction!getAwardAndGruel.[...]id=FF89EED12BC14E21BF36360E9044FC45
[...]
https://credit.gd.gov.cn/infoTypeAction!getAwardAndGruel.[...]id=FF89EED12BC14E21BF36360E9044FC45
https://credit.gd.gov.cn/infoTypeAction!getAwardAndGruel.[...]id=FF89EED12BC14E21BF36360E9044FC45

Spider example Guangdong province:
This section shows a web scraping spider, a methodology that follows the web crawling process. A web scraper’s task is to sequentially work
through the web crawler’s link list and extract specific data.
In the following, an example of a web scraper is given:
import scrapy, re
class GuangdongSpider(scrapy.Spider):
name = "guangdong"
file = open("linklist_guangdong_black.txt", "r")
start_urls = [i.replace("\n", "") for i in file]
def parse(self, response):
table = response.css('table␣>␣tr␣>␣td')
yield{
'case_number' : table[1].css('::text').extract_first(),
'lost_trustee_name' : table[3].css('::text').extract_first(),
'gender' : table[5].css('::text').extract_first(),
'age' : table[7].css('::text').extract_first(),

}

A.2

'ID_number_desensitization__organization_code' : table[9].css('::text').extract_first(),
'corporate_legal_person_name' : table[11].css('::text').extract_first(),
'executive_court' : table[13].css('::text').extract_first(),
'execution_basis_number' : table[15].css('::text').extract_first(),
'basis␣for␣execution' : table[17].css('::text').extract_first(),
'obligation_established_by_the_law' : table[19].css('::text').extract_first(),
'implementation_of_the_person_being_executed' : table[21].css('::text').extract_first(),
'untrustworthy_enforcer' : table[23].css('::text').extract_first(),
'release_time' : table[25].css('::text').extract_first(),
'filing_time' : table[27].css('::text').extract_first(),
'fulfilled_part' : table[29].css('::text').extract_first(),
'unfulfilled_part' : table[31].css('::text').extract_first(),
'hyperlink' : response.url

Table: Summary of credit record collection for blacklists and redlists

AD

No. of blacklist records

Avg. size blacklist record

No. of variables

No. of redlist records

Avg. size redlist record

No. of variables

100
10
1501

1700 B
156.5 B
1100 B

35
3
5

50
10
2000

776.9 B
157.8 B
306.6 B

27
3
5

30281
10
20
3
no data

265.7 B
795.9 B
853.3 B
1100 B
-

8
15
12
12
-

27692
10
19
no data
no data

547.5 B
319.5 B
714.5 B
-

15
5
12
-

190
99
20
160
38
40
311
24
180
50
20
50
2413
no data
4
19
49
100
53
320
50
1950

926.5 B
477.6 B
1200 B
1900 B
1600 B
817.3 B
663.9 B
804.2 B
218.0 B
588.4 B
174.1 B
1700 B
1600 B
1100 B
1000 B
1100 B
672.3 B
2100 B
226.4 B
752.0 B
163.0 B

15
9
21
17
6
17
11
6
2
11
4
26
16
14
15
15
14
21
10
9
4

190
78
no data
90
39
40
652
7
180
50
79
50
482
no data
8
18
47
100
73
10
42
5580

315.8 B
380.5 B
476.1 B
2900 B
654.6 B
515.2 B
939.7 B
218.0 B
465.5 B
129.9 B
440 B
1300 B
356.1 B
928.6 B
748.6 B
361.5 B
1100 B
650.9 B
516.8 B
217.0B

6
7
6
6
13
11
14
2
8
3
8
13
8
15
15
7
21
10
9
5

Municipalities
Beijing
Shanghai
Tianjin
AR
Guangxi
Inner Mongolia
Ningxia
Xinjiang
Tibet
Provinces
Anhui
Fujian
Gansu
Guangdong
Guizhou
Hainan
Hebei
Heilongjiang
Henan
Hubei
Hunan
Jiangsu
Jiangxi
Jilin
Liaoning
Qinghai
Shaanxi
Shandong
Shanxi
Sichuan
Yunnan
Zhejiang
Í

38065

37596

Table 2: The “No. of blacklist records” and “No. of redlist records” indicate the number of credit records retrieved from each AD
SCS platform for the most commonly implemented type of blacklist and redlist, respectively. Numbers show varying sample
sizes due to several data collection obstacles (see Section 2.2). “Avg. size blacklist record” denotes the average byte size of a
blacklist record for each sample. “No. of variables” indicates the number of informational variables on each credit record in
the sample.

